PLEDGE GOAL: 3,000
COMPLETED: 1,000
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KEY EVENTS / HIGHLIGHTS

- September 22, 2017 is Falls Prevention Day - GRS will host events in our GRS rehabilitation gyms.  
- October is National Physical Therapy month!  
- This fall, students pursuing degrees in physical therapy, occupational therapy, and speech-language pathology will begin fieldwork and clinical affiliations in GRS sites throughout the country.  
- Coming soon: Our centralized mentoring and peer-to-peer program for employees, followed by the introduction of our community-based mentoring and education program in the spring of 2018.

OUR NEXT STEPS

- Winter 2017 rollout of a centralized, formal internal employee mentoring/peer-to-peer program  
- Spring 2018 rollout of a formal community-based mentoring and education program

WORKING WITH MWM

The MWM IT team has helped set us on the correct path to navigate the mentorship tools available to us through MWM and set a base for revitalizing our mentorship program. As we attend conferences offered by MWM, we are gaining valuable information and resources to help us on our mentorship journey.

“As a company primarily staffed with women, we have a significant opportunity to educate about STEM in the communities in which our employees reside.”  
Rebecca Haley, VP, Human Resources, Genesis Rehab Services

CONTACT INFO

Meredith Cashwell – 610-925-4412 – Meredith.Cashwell@genesishcc.com